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A Family That Boats Together, Stay Together 



To garner more family time together, Leong and his family could mandate a set dinner hour with their 

two grown-up kids, where they would pass-dishes around the table while sharing the highs and lows of 

their day. Like most busy Singaporean, finding a single mealtime workable for the entire family would 

likely have them loading their plates long after the conclusion of the evening news. So instead, Leong 

and his families found another way to corral together: onboard their own yacht. 

“Once you are on the boat, there’s no getting off,” Leong says. My children enjoy that I get to slow 

down, and they get undivided attention and time we could hardly find “on-land” nowadays. And I get 

their undivided attention, too; it goes both ways.” 

 

Leong is already onto his second yacht in four years, a Fairline Targa 38 and rave about its ample space 

and amenities, they couldn’t resist heading to SGBoating recently to check out the new Targa 58 Gran 

Turismo, courtesy of salesman Eric.  

“If I were to upgrade to another larger Fairline Targa, he says, “It would be because of the overall design, 

spaciousness and for the fact that I really love the quality and performance handling of the Fairline ride”. 



“I’m so super pleased with our current Fairline Targa 38,” Leong tells Eric. “Fairline does a phenomenal 

job of creating this beautiful and sleek Targa 38. Everyone who gets on our boat says, ‘Wow. The boat’s 

so sexy in here!’ Every inch is beautifully crafted.” 

The Leongs have owned a Chaparral 280 for almost three years prior to the current upgrade after 

trading up with SGBoating. They’ve taken trips all over the region, cruise to Indonesia regularly with 

fellow boaters and to Tioman rendezvous. Although hectic schedules often impede longer, farther-flung 

trips, but the Leongs say that the new yacht and fellow Targa 38 owners in Singapore taking their boat 

solo all the way to Phuket have inspired them to expand their horizons. “The confident I now have in my 

boat to head off-shore is so much than I’ve had in any other boat,” Leong says. 

Fairline’s dedication to perfection – both inside and out – gives Leong the peace of mind he needs to 

relax and enjoy with his family. “We chose Fairline because attention to detail was very important to 

us,” he says. “We love the inside – all the wood, carpet and hand-crafted furnishing. And I love the 

performance, to be able to get up and go and hold a constant speed.” 

     

The boating lifestyle suits the Leongs well, but when they bought their first boat almost four years ago, 

they had no idea they’d be tapping into a special thing called the SGBoating lifestyle, too. “My 

experience with SGBoating has been unparalleled by anything else I’ve dealt with,” Alan says. “The 

service after the sale has just been incredible. They take the time to come out and train you and are very 

follow-up driven. I feel like I have become part of a SGBoating family. I’ve built a new set of friends I can 

call on their mobile phone any time I need to.” In addition to impeccable customers’ service well-known 

in local boating scene, SGBoating offers organized trips with other boaters to exciting ports of call. 

Like a strong chemical adhesive, the Fairline seems to bond the Leong family together – no matter what 

each of the children’s lives puts in play. “The memories we make on the boat are priceless,” he adds, 

smiling. “Where else can you get these memories?”  

    


